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ABSTRACT
To enable agents to effectively imitate from the third-person visual
demonstrations in complex imitation learning (IL) tasks, in this
paper, we propose a new IL method, which is named third-person
imitation learning by estimating domain cognitive differences (TiLD).
The proposed TiLD is able to eliminate the domain cognitive dif-
ference between the samples from different perspectives, so as to
achieve the purpose of allowing agent to directly learn from the
third-person demonstrations. Experimental results indicate that
TiLD can achieve significant performance improvements over the
existing state-of-the-art IL methods, when dealing with imitation
learning tasks with third-person expert demonstrations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Imitation Learning (IL) provides a range of learning framework that
enables agents to learn a policy by mimicking the expert behavior,
independent of reward signals or interactions with the environment,
which greatly improves sample efficiency and saves computational
overhead [9]. Behavioral cloning (BC) [3, 11], inverse reinforcement
learning (IRL) [1, 5, 8] and adversarial imitation learning [4, 6] are
recognized as the three most important IL working lines, while
they impose the somewhat unrealistic requirement that the demon-
strations should be provided from the first-person point of view
with respect to the agent: the agent is provided with a sequence
of state action pairs that it should have taken. The key challenge
of applying third-person demonstrations in IL is that the obser-
vations from third-person perspective are different from agent’s
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own observations in terms of angle, background, color and other
factors. The lack of correspondence between the two kinds of ob-
servations makes it impossible for the agent to directly use the
third-person demonstrations to imitate. In this paper, we propose
the Third-person Imitation Learning by estimating Domain cognitive
differences (TiLD) of the visual demonstrations, which take advan-
tage of the domain difference to infer significant regions of motion
in successive observations and makes agents to better learn a pol-
icy by inferring expert’s behavior from a third-person perspective.
In TiLD, the domain cognitive difference module aligns as much
domain information as possible between two different observation
perspectives, such as the angle and background differences. Thus,
making it easier for agents to imitate the third-person expert visual
demonstrations in complex IL tasks,

1.1 Third-person Imitation Learning by
Estimating Domain Cognitive Differences

Under the setting of third-person imitation learning, in our work,
we assume that the lack of correspondence between different sam-
ples indicates that there is domain differences between them. For-
mally, the third-person imitation learning setting can be formulated
as follows. Suppose that there are two Markov Decision Process
𝑀𝜋𝐸 and 𝑀𝜋\ . Suppose further there exists a set of trajectories
𝜌 = {(𝜏1, · · · , 𝜏𝑛)}𝑛𝑖=0 which were generated under a policy 𝜋𝐸 act-
ing optimally under some unknown reward 𝑅𝜋𝐸 . In the setting of
third-person imitation learning, observations are more typically
available rather than direct state access, one attempts to recover by
proxy through 𝜌 a policy 𝜋\ = 𝑓 (𝜌) which acts optimally with re-
spect to𝑅𝜋\ [13]. To handle the third-person setting, specifically, we
first differentiate the two adjacent observations (𝑜, 𝑜′) by difference
of Gaussians (DoG) [16] to achieve the information of the moving
object related to behavior features, i.e., DoG(𝑜′, 𝑜), and then extract
the features as the input of the discriminator from DoG(𝑜′, 𝑜) by a
feature extractor 𝐷𝐹𝐸 . This process is used to infer and estimate the
domain cognitive differences. By this way, we can directly remove
most of the information related to the background of environment
which has nothing to do with the behavior features, retain the most
relevant features by domain cognitive difference,and greatly reduce
the difference between 𝜏𝐸 (third-person) and 𝜏𝜋 (first-person) from
the discriminator perspective.
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Therefore, the first part of the objective under this assumption,
which we called third-person imitation learning by estimating do-
main cognitive difference (TiLD), then can be written as:

min
𝜋\

max
𝐷
E𝜋\ [log𝐷𝜔 (𝜎)] + E𝜋𝐸 [log(1 − 𝐷𝜔 (𝜎))], (1)

where 𝜎 = 𝐷𝐹𝐸

(
DoG(𝑜′, 𝑜)

)
, and 𝐷𝐹𝐸 is a feature extractor con-

sisting of a convolutional neural network (CNN), which encodes
the results of domain difference into a series of low-dimensional,
abstract feature representations.

1.2 Improved Optimization
For IL tasks involved with complex and less well-specified environ-
ments, due to the different observing perspectives, the tilt angles
of objects in expert samples and generated samples are different.
This will also lead to the discriminator to be too strong and cause
the imbalance between 𝐷𝜔 and 𝜋\ , and thus negatively affecting
the learning of 𝜋\ . The way we address the above problem is to
introduce a latent variable 𝑐 , which is obtained by mapping the
input samples 𝜎 to a stochastic encoding 𝑐 ∼ 𝜑𝐸 (𝑐 |𝜎), into the
training of discriminator. 𝜑𝐸 represents an Encoder. We utilize an
information-theoretic regularization, variational discriminator bot-
tleneck (VDB) [2, 14, 15], to incentivize the model to use 𝑐 as much
as possible, through modulating the accuracy of the discriminator
by constraining its information flow [10]. In this way, the objective
of our TiLD further becomes:

min
𝜋\

max
𝐷𝜔

E𝜋\
[
log𝐷𝜔 (𝜎)

]
+ E𝜋𝐸

[
log(1 − 𝐷𝜔 (𝜎))

]
+

Y

(
E�̃� [KL[𝜑𝐸 (𝑐 |𝜎) | |ℎ(𝑐)]] − 𝐼𝑢

)
,

(2)

where Y is updated adaptively. Notably, in this final version of the
objective function, �̃� = 𝜋\ , that is, we only constrain the informa-
tion flow from the generated samples to influence the accuracy
of discriminator for the generated samples. Since the generated
samples are different from the expert samples in the domain, the
discriminator can discriminate the generated samples faster and
more accurately.

2 EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate our algorithm, we conduct the experiments on classi-
cal environments in MuJoCo: reacher and inverted pendulum. To
construct the third-person imitation learning environment, we first
collect expert policies in each environment by running TRPO [12].
Then, we use the expert policies to sample some trajectories, which
are composed of some sequences of observations. At the same time,
we use a random policy to sample additional expert demonstrations
from a third-person perspective. Finally, the state observation angle
and environment background are modified to build an environ-
ment for agent to make domain differences between the expert
demonstrations and generated samples.

We compare TiLD with three baselines to show that our method
can effectively imitate from the third-person visual observations
without additional expert demonstrations. The results are presented
in Fig. 1. From the result we can see that GAIL with the first-person
expert demonstrations can get the best performance. The proposed
method TiLD can achieve better performance than TPIL and TPIL-
ID [7], a simple improved version of TPIL, when using third-person
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Figure 1: TiLD vs. five baselines: 1) GAIL with first-person
demonstrations, 2) GAIL with third-person demonstrations,
3) TPIL with additional expert demonstrations, 4) TPIL-ID,
5) TPIL without additional expert demonstrations.
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Figure 2: The ablation study for verifying the effectiveness
of domain difference module and information-theoretic reg-
ularization term.

expert demonstrations and is close to GAIL. Moreover, in order
to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, the ablation
experimental results using domain difference alone are also given to
show that both domain cognitive difference and improved optimiza-
tion process are useful. The results are shown in Fig. 2, where the
performance of TPIL without additional expert demonstrations is
mainly used to highlight the effectiveness of the proposed method.

The experimental results in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show that ourmethod
can effectively solve the third-person imitation learning task with-
out introducing additional expert samples, and can be compared
with the reasonable baselines. At the same time, the two innovative
points proposed in our method can play a role in improving the
performance of the method.

3 CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose a novel IL method named third-person
imitation learning by estimating domain cognitive differences (TiLD)
for third-person imitation learning, which effectively estimates and
eliminates most of the domain cognitive difference caused by differ-
ent observing perspectives without introducing additional expert
demonstrations. TiLD allows agent for better learning a policy by
observing expert’s behavior from a third-person perspective. For
future work, we plan to improve the domain difference module,
the next research focus is how to better process the visual obser-
vation of the agent, so as to retain more useful information in the
visual demonstrations to better guide the agent to perform efficient
imitation learning.
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